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THE DORIT FELDMAN'S LIVING LEGACY FUND

The Dorit Feldman Living Legacy Fund was created to honor her life and work.

Dorit Feldman was a conceptual and multidisciplinary artist and a woman of deep

contemplation. The essence of her artistic work was based on the interconnectedness

between art and science, past and future, local and global, and the physical and

spiritual realms. Her work was characterized by the complex, layered and rich

dimensions that she developed as she aspired to expand the boundaries of artistic

media through unexpected combinations of innovative and unique materials and

methods in painting, photography and sculpture.

Her creative process was anchored in what she called the longing to know. Her art

explored the mysticism of Jewish Kabbalah, scientific discoveries, technologically

innovative languages as well as feminist body art, and earth art.

Throughout her artistic journey, she built an expansive dialogue bringing together

artists, writers and scholars from the fields of philosophy, science and literature. It

was this cross-disciplinary thinking that inspired her multidimensional artistic

exploration, brought to life through her art and shared with the world in order to

foster deeper inquiry and conversation.



Weaving collaborations between artists, scientists and cultural institutions  

Creating contemporary, living and active discursive platforms and memory spaces

Supporting the development of the rich content in which her work dealt with

Encouraging  those who will continue her world of values: innovative frameworks

of thought, research and creation, passion for multidisciplinary knowledge across

time and place, curiosity and collaboration.

 The goal of the Dorit Feldman’s Living Legacy Fund is not only to preserve her work

but also to continue her path- in her way. In life, Dorit was a remarkable woman,

artist, wife and mother. She was profoundly attentive and had a deep interest in

people’s ideas, knowledge and stories. In her untimely passing, Dorit left behind a rich

and comprehensive body of art that inspires us to continue walking a path of

exploration.

In her spirit, the Dorit Feldman’s Living Legacy Fund is committed to the following:

The fund has been built by the extensive circles of friends, colleagues, thinkers,

collectors and scientists with whom she was in touch and collaborated with in Israel

and around the world. Together we believe that the Fund's vision and mission will

further reveal the depth of her artistic work and place her and her unique ideas and

methodologies at the forefront of the art world in Israel and abroad.



Through these values, we are embarking on a series of short and long term projects

including:

Archive: Mapping, cataloging and multidimensional marking of the works.

The Dorit Feldman Studio: Offering guided tours, cultural and discursive events,

collaboration with artists and artist residencies backed by institutional collaborations.

Dorit Feldman Artist Online: Active website @ https://www.doritfeldmanartist.com

Facebook page, quarterly newsletter to be shared as part of our monthly activities and

across social media channels. In addition, we are currently commissioning the first

annual blog series, featuring 12 distinct writers who will be invited to reflect and share

on a piece of Dorit Feldman's art work of his/her choice. 

Research: Annual academic conference, seminars, collaboration with curatorship

program students, and encouraging new publications on Dorit Feldman’s work and

vision.

Living Legacy: As we build our foundational programs and scholarship offerings, we

aim to produce a comprehensive exhibition of the life and work of Dorit Feldman as

we work toward a book and documentary film honoring her life and indelible mark on

the world.

https://www.doritfeldmanartist.com


To support this multifaceted endeavor,  the Feldman family puts for sale 15 works

from Dorit Feldman's archive.  We are intentionally beginning this effort with family,

friends and longtime supporters of Dorit’s artistic vision because we believe that the

power of her legacy speaks for itself among those who knew her.  All revenues will be

used to realize the fund's goals and support the initial stages of the Fund's activities
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